
AdSpy Pro

This is a user’s guide aimed at introducing you to the AdSpy Pro Software.

Benefit Of AdSpy Pro

It tracks Affiliate PPC Campaigns within a given period of time for any keyword given. This will allow you the user 
to identify not only which ads are “profitable”, but also which keywords are “profitable” for those advertisers using 
them. ADSPY PRO removes all the guess work, testing, and trial and error methods out of the equation allowing 
you the user to simply reproduce only the “profitable ads” and ppc campaigns which you locate.

To make it simple it’s a Competitive Intelligence Tool using “spy” methods. Its main use is for affiliate ads 
“cloning” although it can be used to identify profitable markets, products, affiliate programs, lead generation 
programs and more.

Brief Overview: How it works

- User creates a campaign using keywords he wants to track in order to locate related profitable ads
- ADSPY PRO will then collect PPC ads, and identify the affiliate ads against the non affiliate ads
- An affiliate ad can be

o A Redirect affiliate ad which uses an affiliate link to link from the ad to the affiliate program
o A Landing Page affiliate ad where the ad first redirects to a “landing page” which belongs to the 

affiliate. This landing page then in turn is used to promote an affiliate program, and thus links back to 
the affiliate program promoted

- Then all the ads are tracked during whatever period of time the user has defined when creating the 
campaign

- Reports are created and the user can, at any time: 
o See the profitable campaigns at a glance with a “profit signal” which reveals if “unchanged” ads have 

been found inside a given campaign, and qualify the “unchanged” rate
o See the ads which belong to a given keyword
o See the number of times each ad has been found unchanged during the tracking period
o Click on any URL (where the ad redirects) and see all the ads which are redirecting to this URL (ad 

variations)
o Click on an affiliate ID and see all the keywords this affiliate uses to promote the program
o See all the other affiliates promoting any given program



o See the most profitable ads /affiliate ads in the system thus quickly locating the most “profitable” 
(unchanged) campaign out of all the campaigns.

Quick overview of the different screens

Home Page

It shows a quick view of what is inside the system: how many campaigns / keywords (total / active / completed)

My Settings Section (drop down menu)



It has 3 sub-sections
a) Administrative settings

This is where you set the admin username and password as well as the email (alerts are sent to the email – for 
example for proxy failures)

This is also the place where you decide if the system will use the “proxy” mode. If checked, then all queries to 
search engine will be made through proxy(ies). Every 10 queries (this can be changed from the config file) are 
rotated among available and “OK” proxies (see below to see what is a OK proxy)
You will also notice at the bottom of the screenshot that you have the info needed to set up the cron jobs on 
your server. It’s almost mandatory to set those 2 cronjobs. If you don’t use proxy, then no need to set up the 
second one.

b) Manage Proxy



System has a built in proxy manager that will allow the admin to use proxies in case of a high volume of data (to 
hide your IP from search engines). The system will check that the proxies are valid before using them. If one is not 
valid it will re-try it and then retry another one. If none are found when the proxy mode is activated, then the ads 
are not collected and a message is sent to the admin.

Within the Admin / Proxy manager, you can
- Check the current proxy (by checking one of the rows, and then clicking the “check proxy” at the bottom 

of the table
- You can edit / delete them
- You can add new proxy



c) Manage Search Pattern

A search pattern is used to identify an affiliate link, either directly in the URL of the PPC ad, or in the landing page.

The system currently tracks 16 affiliate networks program patterns. The system is flexible, so that you only have 
to enter a new “regex” of the affiliate program and it will be included and tracked by the system

This section allows you to edit / delete / add patterns. 

When creating a new pattern : 



You can add it to an existing Affiliate Network, or create a new one. You will then enter the Regular expression and 
a test link (a test link is simply an affiliate link). The built-in checker will tell you if your “regex” is valid.

My Campaign Section

This is the core of the system.

Home page of the section



The home page gives you an overview of the campaigns running, whether they are active or completed, and a set 
of tools to manage the existing campaigns.

For each campaign, you can see: 
- Campaign ID (an internal reference)
- Campaign status : active / paused / completed
- The number of keywords inside each campaign (when clicked, the table expands and displays all the 

keywords with their own data – see below)
- The date the campaign was created
- How long the campaign will run
- How many days are left for the campaign to run

For each campaign you have a set of tools: 
- Edit (from there you can change the title, duration, and network used as well as remove keywords)

- Duplicate (you can duplicate a campaign) with all its settings
- Delete (you can delete a campaign)
- Pause: only clickable for active campaign. It will pause the campaign, update its status to “paused” and 

make clickable the resume icon
- Resume (only activated when a campaign is paused)
- Add keyword: display a form where you can mass add keywords (you can also add only one keyword if you 

want)



Let’s see what happens when we click on the “keyword” column and expand the table: 



When we click on the “5” in the “No of Keywords”, the table expands and a new table appears with the details of 
each keyword that’s included inside the campaign.

From there, you can, for EACH keyword: 
- Identify the keyword (clicking on the keyword will open a new page with the “analytics” of this keyword ; if 

no keyword is found, then link is not active)
- Check its status (active / paused / completed)
- How many days the keyword has been tracked
- The total number of ads found
- The total number of affiliate ads found (regarding the search patterns recognized by the system)
- When you put your mouse over the number of affiliate ads found for this keyword, it will detail the type of 

affiliate ads identified (redirect / landing)



- Then it gives you the “Profit Signal” of the keyword

The profit signal informs you at a glance if “profitable” ads have been identified within this keyword (you have the 
legend at the bottom of the page). It measures a ratio of how many unchanged ad(s) have been found during the 
tracking period. For example, if an ad has been found unchanged during all the tracking period, then you will have 
“+++” meaning it’s a profitable ad to “study”. If an ad has only been found during half of the tracking period, then 
you will have a “+”

When you click on the profit signal, it will open a new screen with the corresponding profitable ads. 
- Finally, you have a set of tools to 

o Pause the keyword within the campaign
o Resume (if previously paused)
o Delete the keyword 
o Check the Analytics of the keyword



Let’s see now what is displayed within the “analytics” of a given keyword.

To reach this screen, you need to either click on the keyword, or on the analytics icon within the “Toolkit” column.

First part of the table (for convenience)

You see for the given keyword: 
- To which campaign it belongs
- The number of ads found
- The details for each ad found



o Title / Body / Displayed URL
o Redirect URL (the true URL where the ad is redirecting) : by clicking on this URL, it will display ALL the 

ads which are using this Redirect URL : it’s useful to check ad variations, and also to see which other 
keywords are promoting this URL)

o The type of the ad (if this has been identified as an affiliate ad by the system, an affiliate-redirect or 
affiliate-landing affiliate)

The right hand part of the table tells you
- How many times the ad has been found unchanged (you can sort the column by clicking on its label)
- The average position of the ad



- The keyword that this affiliate is also using to promote this program (if you’re tracking other keywords that 
this affiliate uses to promote this program, then this report will display those keywords)

- All affiliates identified as promoting this affiliate program
- A tool 

o To change the ad type: if the system does not recognize this affiliate program, you can manually tell 
the system to change the type

o You can assign an affiliate ID to this link
o You can add a search pattern into the system that will then be used to identify all links from this 

affiliate network.

My Reports Section (drop down menu)

This section has 4 sub-sections

Keyword list: it displays all the keywords within the system with their status and the number of ads / affiliate ads
Active Keyword list: it displays ONLY the active keywords (meaning those currently tracked)
Most profitable ads: as said above, this system is perfect for affiliate marketing, but can also be used to identify 
profitable ads (not necessarily affiliate ads)

This report will display the most profitable ads currently in the system. 

Most profitable affiliate ads: it displays the ads within ALL the campaigns that were found to be the most 
profitable. 



Help Section

Help is contextual. When you’re on a given page (for example, My Campaign / Create campaign), 
clicking on the help button will open the help file associated with this given page.

OK, Now, How To Start!

1. Read the install instructions within the zip file of the script
2. Installation
3. Uncheck the “Use proxy” from the admin settings.
4. Create a campaign with 10 to 15 keywords to track during 5 days



5. Set up the cron job to run daily

Report any bug.

 


